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When It Comes To Coaching, Are You As Creative As You Can Be?
As a coach, you care about how people learn and develop. You’ve made it your business, if not your mission, to help people realize
their full potential and you bring unique skills and insight to every coaching conversation. But is it enough?
Human beings are creatures of habit. If we don’t actively infuse our coaching practice with fresh learning and new tools, our style
and energy can become stale and routine. It’s not that we lack commitment; in fact, our client’s may still be enjoying unprecedented
results, but the journey may not be the sensory-rich, self-development adventure it could be.
Like everything in life, coaching conversations are not immune to entropy. By entropy, I mean the outcomes your client’s achieve
will tend to plateau or decline if the inputs (how you coach) remain the same. This suggests that, despite your best efforts at focused
listening and powerful questioning, if you don’t innovate you run the risk of decreased customer value. One way to overcome this is
to become a more creative business, executive or life coach.
Scholars who specialize in understanding and teaching creativity know that creativity is a birthright: we come into the world
perfectly creative (and so do our clients)! Unfortunately, by the time people reach adulthood their sense of being creative has
plummeted dramatically. Thankfully though, being creative is something we can all get better at-again- and when we do our
professional and personal lives stand to benefit greatly. The act of being creative is a natural response to a problem or a need of some
kind. According to Michael Ray, the mind behind Stanford University’s acclaimed Creativity in Business course, creativity of any
kind begins- either implicitly or explicitly- with a question. And, since questions are at the forefront of every coach’s skillset, we
are all predisposed to be exceptionally creative coaches- with practice, of course.
My journey to becoming a more creative coach started with a simple question: How can I continue to add value to my client’s
results while bringing more fun and creativity into the process? It wasn’t that I wanted to make every session a romper room of
games and activities; rather, I wanted to be able to improvise with different creativity tools that would help to liberate my clients
from conventional ways of seeing, being and doing.
I started by gathering together different techniques that I could incorporate into coaching conversations or assign to my clients as
“homework”. I pored over books by authors such as Roger von Oech, Michael Michalko, Ellen Langer, Edward de Bono, Julia
Cameron, Daniel Pink, Sir Ken Robinson and Michael Ray, and I paid attention to the kinds of conversational experiences that drew
forth my own and my clients’ capacity for creative insight.
Building my Creative Coach’s tool kit has been very rewarding. Not only am I having more fun and feeling more creative in my
practice; but every time I employ a creativity technique my clients get a boost of energy and unexpected insight. I have found there
is no shortage of creativity tools and techniques to draw upon; and, in true creative fashion, ideas can be combined and recombined
offering an infinite number of possibilities for the coaching process.
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